A controlled reaction schema for addition curing silicones leads both to significantly lower elastic modulus and lower viscous dissipation than for the chemically identical network prepared by the traditional reaction schema.
Introduction
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An elastomer is a crosslinked polymeric material with the capacity of returning to its original size and shape after being deformed but is not as such regarded as a so-called 'smart material' which is defined as a material which changes one or more physical property upon an external stimulus such as pH, 15 temperature, light, magnetic or electric fields. However, when the elastomer is used as electroactive polymer (EAP), in which the elastomer is sandwiched between two compliant electrodes, it can be regarded as a smart composite material with a shape response to external voltage. 20 An ideal elastomer for EAP uses is characterized by high extensibility, flexibility and good mechanical fatigue as well as high electrical and mechanical breakdown strengths. The elastomer usually consists of a polymer network and different fillers to enhance the mechanical breakdown strength as well as 25 the tear strength. A polymer network is a three-dimensional entity of polymer chains connected by covalent bonds which are introduced by the reaction of a polymer with a crosslinker. Most model elastomers are prepared by an end-linking process using a crosslinker with a certain functionality f and a linear polymer 30 with functional groups in both ends, and the resulting networks are so-called unimodal networks where unimodal refers to the number of polymers with different average molecular weights (in the unimodal case one polymer is used). The resulting network contains different structures, namely 1) the elastically active 35 network chains, 2) the dangling chains and substructures, and 3) the so-called sol fraction where the latter structure is not chemically attached to the network but rather acts as a solvent 1, 2 . The dangling chains and the sol fractions are contributing to the softness of the network and result in higher extensibility but 40 lower the mechanical breakdown strength significantly. As an alternative to the unimodal networks, two polymers with significantly different average molecular weights can be mixed together with one crosslinker, and the networks are termed bimodal networks 3 . If the polymers have similar molecular 45 weights it can be discussed whether the network is unimodal or bimodal as the term unimodal is not strictly defined with respect to the polydispersity (i.e. how broadly the chain lengths of the polymer are distributed) so in the following we assume that the average molecular weights of the two polymers always are 50 significantly different (at least a factor of 5) and that the polydispersity of each polymer is less than 2. The preparation of bimodal networks opens up for the introduction of a controlled reaction procedure which allows for the formation of a heterogeneous network. The reaction procedure first allows for 55 the short chains to react with deficient amounts of crosslinker to form hyperbranched structures which are then reacted with the remaining crosslinkers and the long polymers. Illustrations of the homogeneous and heterogeneous bimodal networks can be seen in Figures 1a and 1b , respectively. A homogeneous bimodal 60 network refers to an almost uniform distribution of the short chains and the long chains in the network, being obtained by simultaneously mixing of the chains with a certain quantity of the crosslinker.
Heterogeneous bimodal networks have been shown to act in a 65 surprisingly different way than the homogeneous bimodal networks 3, 4 . The clusters act as 'elastic crosslinkers' and at small deformations the apparent crosslinkers will be the clusters and at large deformations the apparent crosslinkers will be the true crosslinkers. In other words the network will be relatively soft up 70 to the point where the stress becomes sufficiently large to initiate the deformation of the clusters. Therefore the bimodal heterogeneous network will reinforce itself at large strains and hence the mechanical breakdown strength may become very large as long as the breakdown strength of the material surrounding the 75 clusters is larger than the strength needed to initiate the deformation of the clusters. While several types of EAPs have been investigated [5] [6] [7] [8] most effort has been put into dielectric elastomers (DE), which have been shown to be particularly attractive for large strain and high-power 80 applications [9] [10] [11] . Silicone and acrylic based elastomers are the most commonly used material as EAPs.
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TM acrylic elastomers from 3M have been widely used in actuators and have shown good performance but they rely on prestretching which is not favourable for applications that rely on 85 constant actuation over a longer period as the prestretch effect tends to decrease over time 12 . Silicone rubber films based on poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and a compatible crosslinker have also been used with good results as electrically responsive materials 13 . However, the commercial applicability of silicones The acrylic based materials are favoured by characteristics like large strains, high forces and high energy density whereas the silicones are favoured by fast responses, broad temperature stability and less viscous dissipation 14 .
Actuators are transducers that convert electrical energy into 15 mechanical energy and they consist of dielectric elastomers sandwiched between two compliant electrodes (figure 2). If a voltage is applied between the two electrodes, the charges from the electrodes will attract each other and create an electrostatic field. The mechanical compression that acts normal to the film 20 surface is defined as Maxwell stress and it determines the decrease of the thickness of the film (d 1 >d 2 ) and the enlargement of the surface area (A 1 <A 2 ) as illustrated in Figure 2 . The transducer can also be operated in the reverse fashion and is then referred to as a generator as a voltage is produced from the 25 motion of the material.
The actuation mechanism may be explained as the electromechanical response of EAPs to the development of a Maxwell stress under an electrical field. Depending on the properties of the material (Poisson's ratio, dielectrical 30 permittivity and elasticity) and the magnitude of the electrical field, the Maxwell stress may induce a significant shape modification of the elastomer. The changes in the dimensions of the elastomer are estimated by assuming that the stress, s, is proportional to the strain, p, perpendicular to the stress:
where Y is the Young modulus. The electrostatic pressure from the charges on the compliant electrodes (p el ), the so-called Maxwell stress, is defined as:
where ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85·10 -12 F/m), ε r is the relative dielectric constant of the elastomer and E is the applied electrical field 16 , U is the voltage and d 1 is the initial thickness of the material. At equilibrium the electrostatic pressure equals the internal stress in the material such that the strain (actuation) can 50 be written as:
When the voltage is switched off, the electrodes are shortcircuited and the material goes back to its initial shape (d 1 , A 1 ). Generally the required voltage for a significant actuation is too 55 high and for more general applicability of EAPs it is a requirement that the voltage is lowered. The applied voltage for a given actuation can be decreased by changing the relative permittivity and the thickness of the film. From eq. 3 it can be seen that it is more effective to decrease the thickness of the film 60 than to increase the electrical permittivity but the reduction of the thickness causes problems with processing and general handability of the films and hence the thickness is not always favourable as a tuning parameter.
Viscoelasticity plays a significant role in the performance and (1) material strength failure that is principally dominated by film stretch, (2) dielectric strength failure determined by the breakdown voltage limit of the material and (3) pull-in failure that appears when Maxwell stress 80 is higher than the internal stress. At high stretch rates, the lack of dielectric strength is the dominant mode of failure. At low stretch rates, pull-in is the dominating mode of failure. An important practical result of the performed study is that EAPs have failure modes and performance boundaries that depend strongly on 85 stretch rate 18 . Hence the nonlinear rheological properties of the film play an important role in all three failure modes. The failure modes are schematically illustrated in Figure 3 . To ensure large actuation and cyclic displacement of the EAP, the materials must 1) posses high mechanical strength as a result of the chemical or physical crosslinking, 2) be flexible with a small 95 elastic modulus, 3) possess a moderate-to-high dielectric constant (typical ε values range from 3 to 7) 5, 19 and 4) be characterized by a high electrical breakdown value. The electrical breakdown can be defined as a sudden decrease of resistivity of a material when the applied electric field strength rises above a certain threshold value (the dielectric strength of the material). To deform a material in a substantial way, it has to be soft, but in this situation the system is susceptible of electromechanical instability. Hence, an optimum between mechanical and electrical breakdown must 5 be found in order to have an ideal EAP. The high tear strength is, however, not always strictly required for e.g. EAPs prepared by micro fabrication where the EAP is built up by many layers 20 .
In general elastomers should be mechanically characterized in terms of both linear and nonlinear elongation to evaluate the 10 material properties, but measurements are difficult to perform and time-consuming for soft networks [21] [22] [23] . The linear viscoelastic (LVE) diagrams can be obtained from commercial shear and strain controlled rheometers and provides information about the elastic modulus and the degree of viscous dissipation at low 15 strains and may be sufficient for many applications 24 .
An optimization of the mechanical properties of the elastomer is possible by varying the mass ratio between the short and long polymeric chains or by tuning the stoichiometry of the reactive components. The elastomer properties are intended to be 20 improved via two preparation processes inducing lowering of the elastic modulus without compromising the other required mechanical properties (fast response, stability, low degree of viscous dissipation, high extensibility) and without changing permittivity as well. Usually for unimodal networks, a low elastic 25 modulus means a network with no mechanical strength as well, thereby causing problems with both the handling of the film and the tear strength of the material.
Ouyang et al made a thorough study of the elastic modulus and response time as function of the stoichiometry where they 30 obtained elastic moduli in the range from 1 to 600 kPa 25 . The change of stoichiometry to the vicinity of the gelation thresholds is, however, not an option for DEAP purposes since the inreacted polymer (or crosslinker close to the upper gelation threshold) will constitute a significant fraction even relatively far from the 35 gelation threshold 1, 26 . This may cause a problem in both largescale processing of DEAP as deposition of the electrodes may result due to the inreacted PDMS which will act as an oil and in the usage of the DEAP where the PDMS may migrate away from the system causing both long-term delamination of electrodes and 40 increased elastic modulus of the material 27 .
The heterogeneous bimodal networks constitute a system with many degrees of freedom and hence provide a greater possibility for optimization to specific uses. The degrees of freedom include amongst other the overall stoichiometry, the functionality of the 45 crosslinker and the molecular weight of the long polymer as for the unimodal network but also the ratio between the short and the long chains, the stoichiometry of the pre-mixes, the molecular weight of the short polymer, the amount of solvent, and the different waiting times.
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Materials and methods
The networks are synthesized from polydimethyl siloxanes (PDMS) of different molecular weight: DMS-V05 with M n =800 g/mol, DMS-V22 with M n =9400 g/mol, DMS-V35 with M n =49500 g/mol and DMS-V41 with M n =62400 g/mol and a low Chemie.
The unimodal and the bimodal networks are prepared by using 2 or 4 pre-premixes, respectively. The pre-premixes A contain PDMS and crosslinker, while the pre-premixes B contain PDMS and catalyst. The purpose of the premix and the pre-premix 65 preparation is to ensure sufficient mixing of crosslinker and polymer, and catalyst and polymer, respectively 22, 28 . Finally, the pre-premixes are mixed in different mass ratios corresponding to different stoichiometric imbalances. The stoichiometric imbalance, r, is defined as the ratio of the reactive groups of the 70 PDMS (-CH=CH2) to the reactive groups of the crosslinker (-Si-H) 1 .
The unimodal networks consist of either PDMS-V35 and PDMS-V41 and the 4-functional crosslinker by use of the 'one-step twopot' (1s-2p) procedure. A conceptualization of the procedure is 75 presented in Figure 4 . The unimodal networks are prepared by mixing the premixes A and B in different mass ratios. The reaction takes place at ambient conditions for at least 5 hours. Further details about the unimodal network preparation can be found in Bejenariu et al.
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.
80 Figure 4 . Conceptualization of the 'one-step two-pot' (1s-2p) synthesis procedure of the unimodal networks
The bimodal networks are prepared using either a 'one-step fourpot' (1s-4p) or 'two-step four-pot' (2s-4p) mixing procedures.
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The conceptualization of the two methods is shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively. The four functional crosslinker gives a critical stoichiometry of r c =0.33.
In the second step of the 2s-4p procedure ( Figure 6 ) the two Thin films are prepared using an in-house designed coating device consisting of a stainless steel plate and a knife with a nominal coating height of 100 µm. The final mix of the reactants 30 is poured on ethylen-tetrafluorethylen (ETFE) foil and the knife is moved smoothly over the foil to form the film. The film is left to cure over night at ambient temperature.
The use of ETFE foil has the advantage of making the very thin films handable and easy to store.
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The mechanical characterization of the bimodal networks is performed using a controlled stress rheometer (AR2000) from TA Instruments set to a controlled strain mode with 2% strain, which is ensured to be within the linear regime of the material based on an initial strain sweep. The linear viscoelastic data are measured 40 with parallel plate (25 mm) geometry at 25°C.
A swelling/extraction procedure was applied to determine the sol fraction of some of the networks. The sol fractions were extracted in heptane for 72 hours at room temperature. The heptane was replaced after 48 hours. The networks were then dried overnight.
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The materials were weighed before (m 0 ) and after extraction (m 1 ) and the sol fraction was calculated from W sol =(m 0 -m 1 )/m 1 .
Results and discussions
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All the determined storage moduli at two frequencies (0.001 and 100 Hz, respectively) are shown in happening at lower frequencies. This is recorded when there is no change in the storage modulus with decreasing frequency. The elastic moduli are determined from G=G'(ω→0). For the unimodal networks the elastic moduli fall in the range between 13 to 200 kPa and for the bimodal networks in the range between 10 60 to 600 kPa. The systems with fillers (samples 27, 28) all have significantly higher elastic moduli. All bimodal networks without fillers are handable and can easily be transferred from the release liner which means that the tear strength is acceptable for DEAP purposes. The prepared unimodal networks tear very easily upon 65 handling and can not be used without addition of reinforcing fillers.
In Figure 7 the elastic behaviour as function of the applied frequency (LVE diagram) is shown for unimodal networks based on PDMS-V35 with different values of r. As expected, the elastic 70 modulus increases with the stoichiometric imbalance and the frequency dependency of G' is getting less pronounced due to the reduced fractions of dangling and sol material and hence lower tendency to viscous dissipation. The same trends were observed from the V41 networks. A modulus of as low as 10 5 Pa can be 75 obtained (for the systems V35, r=1,03 and V41, r=0,7) but the network contains a large fraction of sol and dangling substructures which gives rise to the dynamic behaviour of G'(ω). The stoichiometric imbalance ensuring the highest elastic modulus is 1.5. It is believed to be due to steric hindrance of the 80 crosslinker that the stoichiometry is so far from the ideality where r=1 should ensure the strongest network. It is, however, wellknown that a stoichiometry of r=1.1-1.3 usually gives the highest value of the elastic modulus 31 . The unimodal networks with lowest values of r are also extremely fragile and difficult to 85 handle due to low tear strength. The bimodal networks are synthesized using one of the two methods (1s-4p or 2s-4p) and characterized by their rheological properties. Identical long PDMS are used both for unimodal and bimodal networks as the long chain polymer. Table 1 . Summary of all the synthesized and characterized samples PDMS-V05 and PDMS-V22 are used as short chain polymer. The stoichiometric imbalance and the short:long ratio are varied. The stoichiometry of the pre-mixes is kept constant but as close as possible to the critical value of r. The value of r in the premixes 5 could also be varied but in this study we focus on the two extremes, namely the one-step four-pots and the two-steps fourpots have the r=0 and r→r c in the premixes, respectively.
In Figure 8 the elastic behaviour of two chemically identical networks prepared by the two different reaction schemes are 10 shown. Elastic moduli of 88 KPa (1s-4p) and 19 KPa (2s-4p) are obtained with no significant viscous dissipation in the investigated frequency regime. It is obvious that the more complicated reaction procedure (2s-4p) is worthwhile as the modulus is decreased by a factor of 4,5 compared to the 15 traditional mixing procedure (1s-4p). Considering the requirements of soft materials for actuators, the difference between the values of G' for each of the two procedures (1s-4p and 2s-4p), all following bimodal networks 25 were synthesized using 2s-4p procedure.
Furthermore in the rheological characterization of the bimodal networks, the stoichiometric imbalance is varied (0.8, 1, 1.2) and the mass ratio short:long is kept constant (80:20) , so the influence of PDMS chain length may be analysed (samples 1-3). The 30 behaviour is shown in Figure 9 .
For all types of bimodal networks (samples 1 to 28) the values of the elastic moduli increase with increasing r as expected since the sol and dangling arm fractions will be reduced with increasing r. It is also evident that the tendency to viscous dissipation within 35 the investigated frequency domain is limited even for networks with low elastic moduli. So, the introduction of the heterogeneity clearly leads to a non-contrary relation between low elastic modulus and little viscous dissipation.
The low elastic moduli of the bimodal networks are very 40 promising, especially the V22-V41 networks, since as discussed previously the bimodal networks will resemble the unimodal short-chain network the most in the low-strain limit (LVE region) and hence it can be expected that the material will be even softer in the high-strain limit 3 .
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The rheological behaviour of bimodal networks synthesized with different molecular weights of the polymer was also investigated (samples 10 -12). The stoichiometric imbalance (r=0.8) and the short:long ratio (90:10) are kept constant. PDMS-V05 is mainly used as short 55 chain, while PDMS-V22 is used both as long and short chain (V05-V22 and V22-V41).
Despite the difference in the molecular weight of PDMS-V35 (49500 g/mol) and PDMS-V41 (62700 g/mol), no significant differences between the elastic moduli are observed. This can be explained from the molecular weights of the two polymers, which both are significantly above the molecular entanglement weight of PDMS (12 kg/mol) 32 and hence the elastic behaviour of both systems will be dominated by entanglements rather than crosslinks. rheologically characterized (samples 23 -25) . Again very low elastic moduli can be obtained.
The tear strength of the unfilled bimodal networks is low compared to tear strength of commercial filled elastomers such as ElastosilRT-625 from Wacker Chemie but on the other hand they 5 have a much higher tear strength than unimodal networks with identical elastic modulus arising from a large deficiency in crosslinker. The handability of the bimodal networks is also favored to that of the unimodal networks with identical elastic moduli due to the nonsticky nature of the bimodal networks 10 where in contrast the unimodal networks will be extremely sticky. The bimodal networks have sufficiently high tear strength to be used in microfabrication as they can easily be removed from the spin coater even for very thin films. However, unimodal networks without fillers are more or less impossible to remove without 15 tearing the films. If a higher dielectric strength of the material is needed then it is possible to add small amounts of BaTiO 3 33 . It has been shown that it is possible to increase the dielectric permittivity of the material by 33% with the addition of 3 w/w% of BaTiO 3 without altering the rheological properties (within 20 experimental uncertainty) 34 .
The amounts of sol were determined to be less than 10% for all the investigated bimodal networks V05-V35 and V05-V41, which agrees very well with the sol fractions from unimodal networks.
Conclusions
25
It is shown that it is possible by a controlled reaction procedure to synthesize silicone networks with a very low elastic modulus (20-30 kPa) without introducing any significant viscous dissipation. This has been attempted previously by increasing the molecular weight of the polymers but the effect is limited due to 30 entanglements, and if the stoichiometry is used as the optimization parameter, networks with low elastic modulus can be obtained but they have a significant viscous loss. The positive effect arises because the reaction procedure allows the network to form stepwise. First clusters of two polymers with different
